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Diglossia and code switching

The term code switching is used when examining how people talk in different situations. The code is considered as a more neutral way of expressing the dialect and is believed to be generally two codes, a prestigious code and a daily code. The term diglossia is also used to describe a person's ability to
move from one dialect or code to another. The subtle difference between code switching and diglossia is that diglossia is considered to be a more intentional change of dialect due to the situation and code switching is perceived as a more subconscious change. This article refers to alternating between
two or more languages in speech. For other uses, see Switch code (disambiguation). The action to change between two or more languages or varieties of languages in the context of a single conversation The lead section of this article may be too short to adequately summarize its key points. Please
consider extending the leads to provide an accessible overview of all important aspects of the article. (November 2020) Sociolinguistics Key Concepts Code-toggle Diglossia Language Change Language Language Planning Multilinguals Study Fields Accent Dialect Register Speech Analysis Language
Varieties Language Description Variation People Sociolingvists Related Linguistic Swaying Linguistics Linguistic linguistics Linguistics Sociological Linguistics Language Portalvte Language Category In Linguistics, Switching Codes or Alternating Language Occurs When a Speaker Alternates Between
Two Or More Languages , or varieties of language, in the context of a single conversation. Multilingual, multilingual speakers, sometimes use elements of multiple languages when they make conversation with each other. Thus, the switching of the code is the use of several linguistic varieties in a manner
compatible with the syntax and phonology of each variety. Used in 1940 and 1950, many researchers considered code switching to be a substandard use of language. [1] Since the 1980s, most researchers have come to consider it a normal, natural, bilingual and multilingual use of languages. [2] [3] The
term code switching is also used outside the linguistics domain. Some scholars use the term to describe literary styles that include elements from several languages, such as in the novels of Chinese-American, Anglo-Indian or Latin writers. [4] In popular use, code switching is sometimes used to refer to
relatively stable informal mixtures of two languages, such as Spanglish, Taglish or Hinglish. [5] Both in popular use and in the study of name switching is sometimes used to refer to switching between dialects, styles, or registers. [6] This form of switching is practiced, for example, by African-American
Vernacar English speakers as they move from less formal to more formal settings. [7] Such when carried out by public figures, would be politicians, are sometimes criticized as signaling inauthenticity or insincerity. [8] Distinctive features Switching the code is different from other linguistic contact
phenomena, such as loans, pidgins and creoles and translation of the loan (calques). Loan affects the lexicon, the words that make up a language, while the switching code takes place in individual statements. [9] [10] [11] Speakers form and establish a pidgin language when two or more speakers who do
not speak a common language form a third intermediate language. On the other hand, speakers practice switching code when speaking fluently in both languages. Mixing code is a thematically related term, but the use of code switching terms and code mixing varies. Some researchers use any of the
terms to designate the same practice, while others apply code mixing to designate the formal linguistic properties of linguistic contact phenomena and switchcodes to designate the actual uses spoken by multilingual people. [12] [13] [14] Code change and language transfer There is much debate in the
field of linguistics about the distinction between code switching and language transfer. [15] According to Jeanine Treffers-Daller, considering CS (code change) and language transfer as similar phenomena is useful if someone wants to create a theory as parsimonious as possible, and it is therefore worth
trying to pursue such a unified approach, unless there is convincing evidence that this is not possible. [15] Not all linguists agree on whether similar phenomena should be considered. In some cases, linguists refer to the benefits and disadvantages of language transfer as two separate phenomena,
namely language transfer and linguistic interference, respectively. [16] In such opinions, these two types of language transfer, together with the change of code, may include what is known as translinguistic influence. [16] Part of the debate can be resolved by simply clarifying key definitions. Obviously,
linguists sometimes use different terminology to refer to the same phenomenon, which can confuse him to distinguish between two phenomena from each other in the investigative discourse. For example, psycholinguists frequently use the term language switching with reference to controlled and willful
switching to another language. However, this term is difficult to use by linguists working on the natural switching of codes. [15] Linguists have adopted that switching codes involves switching between languages. But when a multilingual speaker fluent in languages being alternated, mitigate the claim
behind this debate. This is because language transfer does not require switching between language systems to be performed by a multilingual speaker. Therefore, this may explain transfer errors where competence in a language is less than speaker in the other. On the other hand, there are linguists who
argue that CS and transfer are manifestations of the same phenomenon, i.e. the influence of one language on another, is an attractive null hypothesis that can be tested in experimental environments. [15] Reason There are several reasons to change codes in a single conversation: A particular topic:
People generally change codes during speech about a particular topic when a particular language is needed or preferred; alternative speech can better convey relevant concepts. Quoting someone: People will change the codes while quoting another person. Solidarity and gratitude: When expressing
gratitude or solidarity, changing the code may take place by mistake or with the intention of promoting a report. Clarification: A speaker may engage in code switching when listeners have difficulty initially understanding certain words or concepts, or when the speaker does not know or remember the right
words in one of the languages. Group identity: People can change their language to express group identification. This can happen, for example, when you introduce members of a particular group to others. [17] To soften or strengthen the command: While asking someone to do something, the switching
code works to mark the accent or provide inspiration. Lexical need: People often use technical or idiomatic speech in a foreign or non-primary language; code switching occurs when the translation of such words or phrases could distort the precise meaning. Unconscious effort: People can engage in
switching code without thinking about it. This can happen when one is scared of a particular event or circumstances, would be going on a thrilling walk to an amusement park. [18] To fit in: Switchcode is a useful tool for people to talk and act more like those around them. [19] To get something: When a
person moves to a dialect, language or accent of local people in the area, he or she can get better offers, prices, or treatments when purchasing an item or service. [20] To say something in secret: Code change can be used when a person wants to send a message to another person with the intention
that no one else around them understands if they are talking in another language. [21] Types of researchers use different names for different types of switching code. Inter-stenting switching takes place outside the level of the sentence or clause (i.e. at the limits of the sentence or clause). [22] Sometimes
it's called extratential switching. [23] In Assyrian-English it can be said, Ani wideili. What's going on? (These, Made. What's the matter?). [24] Intra-sentence switching takes place in a sentence or in a clause. [22] [23] In Spanish-English switching you might say, La onda is to fight y jambar. (The last fad is
to fight and steal.) [25] Switching labels is switching either a label phrase or a word, or both to another, (common in intra-sentence switches). [22] In Spanish-English switching you might say, Él es de México y así los criaron a ellos, you know. (He's from Mexico, and they grow like this, you know.) [26]
Intra-word switching takes place in a word itself, would be at a morphheme limit. [23] In English Shona might say, but ma-day-s a-no a-ya ha-ndi-si ku-mu-on-a. (But these days I don't see it much.) Here appears the English plural morphheme -s next to the prefix Shona ma-, which also marks the plurality.
[26] Most code switching studies focus primarily on intra-sentence switching, as it creates many hybrid grammatical structures that require explanation. The other types involve words that simply follow the grammar of one language or another. Intra-sentence switching may be alternative or inserted. In
alternational code-switching, a new grammar appears, which is a combination of grammars of the two languages involved. Switching the insertion code involves inserting items from one language into the morphosintactic frame of the other. [26] Theories Social Theories The switching code refers to, and
sometimes indexes membership of social groups in bilingual and multilingual communities. Some sociolinguists describe the relationships between code-changing behaviors and class, ethnicity and other social positions. [27] In addition, researchers in interactional linguistics and conversation analysis
studied the switching of codes as a means of structuring speech in interaction. [28] [29] [30] Some speech analysts, including conversation analyst Peter Auer, suggest that switching codes does not simply reflect social situations, but is a means of creating social situations. [31] [32] [33] The Marking
Model Main Article: The Marker Model, the Marked Model, developed by Carol Myers-Scotton, is one of the most comprehensive theories of code-changing motivations. It posits that foreign language users are rational and choose to speak a language that clearly marks their rights and obligations, in
relation to and within other speakers, in the conversation and within it. [34] When there is no clear, unmarked choice of language, speakers practice switching the code to explore possible language options. However, many sociolinguists oppose the postulation of the Demarked Model that the choice of
language is entirely rational. [35] [36] Sequential analysis The researchers of the conversation analysis, such as Peter Auer and Li Wei, argue that the social motivation behind code switching lies in the way code switching is structured and managed in conversation interaction; in other words, the question
of why code switching occurs cannot be solved without first addressing the issue of how it occurs. conversation analysis (CA), these researchers focus their attention on the sequential implications of code switching. That is, whatever language a speaker chooses to use a return of conversation, or part of a
turn, impacts subsequent language choices by the speaker as well as the listener. Instead of focusing on the social values inherent in the languages that the speaker chooses (the meaning brought), the analysis focuses on the meaning that the act of switching the codes itself creates (the meaning
brought). [28] [35] Communication Accommodation Theory Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT), developed by Howard Giles, a professor of communication at the University of California, Santa Barbara, aims to explain the cognitive reasons for code change and other changes in speech,
because one person either emphasizes or minimizes social differences between him and the other person (other) person in the conversation. Giles posits that when speakers seek approval in a social situation, they are likely to converge their speech with that of the other speaker. This may include, but is
not limited to, the chosen language, accent, dialect and paralingual characteristics used in the conversation. In contrast to convergence, speakers could also engage in a divergent discourse in which an entire person emphasizes the social distance between him and other speakers by using speech with
linguistic characteristics characteristic of his or her own group. Diglossia Main article: Diglossia In a diglossic situation, some topics are more suitable for using one language over another. Joshua Fishman proposes a domain-specific code switching model[37] (later refined by Blom and Gumperz)[38] in
which bilingual speakers choose which code to speak based on where they are from and what they discuss. For example, a child who is a bilingual Spanish-English speaker could speak Spanish at home and English in class, but Spanish at halftime. [39] Language Theories The Critical or Controversy
Section of this article may compromise the article's neutral view of the subject. Please integrate the content of the section into the article as a whole or rewrite the material. (June 2016) In studying syntactic and morphological patterns of language alternation, linguists postulated specific grammatical rules
and specific syntactic boundaries for where code switching might take place. Model based on constraint: Poplack (1980) Shana Poplack's code switching model is an influential theory of grammar switching codes. [26] In this model, the code switching is subject to two constraints. The free morphem
constraint stipulates that the code switching cannot take place between a lexical strain and the bound morphs. In essence, this constraint distinguishes the switching of the loan code. In general, the loan takes place in the lexicon, while the switchcode takes place either at the syntax level or at the [9] [10]
[11] The equivalence constraint provides that switches only take place at points where the surface structures of the languages coincide or between elements that are normally ordered in the same way by each individual grammar. [26] For example, the sentence: I like you porque eres simpático (I like you
because you are beautiful) is allowed because it obeys the syntactic rules of both Spanish and English. [40] Cases such as the noun phrases white house and casa blanca are excluded because the combinations are nongrammatic in at least one of the languages involved. Spanish noun phrases are
made up of determinants, then nouns, then adjectives, while adjectives come before nouns in English noun phrases. The White House is excluded from the compulsion of equivalence because it does not follow the syntactic rules of the English language, and the blanca house is excluded because it does
not comply with the syntactic rules of the Spanish language. [26] Critics cite the weaknesses of Sankoff and Poplack's model. Constraints of free-morphhems and equivalence are insufficiently restrictive, which means that there are numerous exceptions that arise. For example, free morphema compulsion
does not take into account why switching is impossible between certain free morphemes. The sentence: The students had visto to the Italian película (Students saw the Italian film) does not appear in the Spanish-English code-toggle, but the free-morphheme compulsion would seem to postulate that it



can. [41] Equivalence coercion would also exclude switches that frequently appear in languages, as when Hindi post-positional phrases are exchanged with prepositional phrases in English as in the sentence: John gave a book ek larakii ko (John gave a book to a girl). The phrase ek larakii ko is literally
translated as a girl to, making it ungrammatic in English, and yet this is a sentence that appears in the English-Hindi code of switching, despite the requirements of coercion of equivalence. [26] The Sankoff and Poplack only identify the points at which the switch is blocked, as opposed to explaining which
components can be switched and why. [26] Matrix Language Framework Model This section may be too technical for most readers to understand. Please help improve it to make it easy for non-experts to understand without removing the technical details. (November 2013) (Learn and when to remove this
template message) Carol Myers-Scotton's Matrix-Frame (MLF) is the dominant insertion code switching model. [26] The MLF postulates that there is a matrix language (ML) and a built-in language (EL). In this case, elements of the embedded language are inserted into the morphosintactic frame of the
array language. The hypotheses are as follows (Myers-Scotton 1993b: 7): The matrix language hypothesis states that those grammatical procedures in the central structure of the linguistic production system that the surface structure of the matrix + constituent language of the embedded language
(linguistics) are only procedures based on the language of the matrix. Matrix. the hypothesis is intended to suggest that the construction of the frame precedes the insertion of morphemes of the content. An array language can be the speaker's first language or the language in which morphs or words are
more commonly used in speech, so the dominant language is the Matrix language and the other is the embedded language. A Matrix Language island is a constituent composed entirely of matrix tongue morphs. [42] According to the lock hypothesis, in the language matrix + embedded language
constituents, a lock filter blocks any embedded Language content morphem that is not congruent with The Matrix Language in terms of three levels of subcateting abstraction. Congruence is used in the sense that two entities, linguistic categories in this case, are congruent if they correspond to the
relevant qualities. The three levels of abstraction are: Even if Embedded Language achieves a certain grammatical category as a content morphem, if it is performed as a system morphem in the Matrix language, the Matrix language blocks the appearance of the embedded Language content morphem.
(A content morphem is often called open-class morpheme because they are part of categories that are open to the invention of arbitrary new elements. They can be invented words such as smurf, nuke, byte, etc. and can be nouns, verbs, adjectives and some prepositions. A system morphem, such as
function words and inflections, expresses the relationship between content morphemes and does not assign or receive thematic roles.) The Matrix language also blocks a morphem of language content embedded in these components if it is not congruent with a morphheme equivalent of matrix language
content in assigning theta role. The congruence between the morphs of the content of the embedded language and the morphs of the matrix language content is achieved in terms of their pragmatic discourse or functions. Examples Hindustani (Urdu or Hindi)/English Life ko do kiijiye with himmat and faith
in you. (Code switch, English to bold) Face life with courage and self-belief. (Translation) Swahili / English Hata wengine nasikia washawekwa cell. (Code switch, English to bold) Even others I heard were put [in] cells. (Translation) We see that example 1 is consistent with the lock hypothesis and the
criteria for morpheme system content, so the prediction is that Hindi or Urdu equivalents are also content morphemes. Sometimes, the non-congruence between Matrix and Embedded Language counterparts can be circumvented by accessing empty forms. The cell is an empty shape and thus the
thematic role of the cell is assigned by the verb -wek- put in/on; this means that the verb is a content morphem. The hypothesis of triggering the island of language states that when an embedded language morphem occurs, which is not permitted either in the matrix language hypothesis or in the The
hypothesis, it triggers inhibition of all matrix language accessing procedures and complements the current constituent as an embedded language island. The built-in language islands are composed only of embedded language morphemes and are well formed by the grammar of the embedded language,
but are inserted within the Matrix Language. Therefore, the Embedded Language Islands are under the constraint of matrix grammar. Examples swahili /English *Sikuona your barau ambayo ulihypothesis. (Ungrammatic, Bold English Code) I didn't see the letter you lost. (Translation) Swahili / English *
Nikamwambia anipe ruhusa niende ni-ka-check for wewe. (Switch code, ungrammatic, English in bold) and I told him he should give me permission to go look for you. (Translation) Nikamwambia anipe ruhusa niande ni-ka-check for you. (Code switch, grammar, English to bold) Example 1 is negrammatic
(indicated by the main asterisk) because you have the right to use the internet. is accessed, so the trigger hypothesis of the built-in language island predicts that it must be followed by an English head (for example, your letter) as an island of built-in language. The reason is that possessive adjectives are
system morphemes. We see the same thing happening in example 2, which is therefore negrammatic. However, the correct way to finish the sentence is not for wewe, moving back to Swahili; rather, it should end with for you, which would be an embedded language island. The hierarchy hypothesis of the
implications of embedded language can be declared as two under the assumptions: The further away a constituent is from the main arguments of the sentence, the more free it is to appear as an embedded language island. The more structure there is, the more likely it is to appear as a built-in language
island. Declared more powerful, choosing any part of an idiomatic expression will result in an embedded language island. [26] Hierarchy of the implications of the embedded linguistic islands: formulaexpressions and expressions (in particular prepositional phrases expressing time and manner, but also as
the verb phrase complements) Other expressions of time and manner Quantifiator expressions Non-quantifier, non-time nouns phrases like verb phrase complements Agent Noun phrases Role and case assignors, ie the main finite verbs (with complete inflections) Examples Wolof / French Le matin de
bonne heure ngay joge Medina pour dem juilli. Suba tee nga fa war a joge. (Switch code, French in bold) Early in the morning you leave The Morning to pray. Early morning you should leave then. (Translation) Arabic/English English (Kayf heya derasatik l English?) (Code switch, Arabic with bold
characters) go language studies (Translation) Swahili /English Ulikuwa ukiongea a lot of nonsense. (Code switch, English to bold) You were talking a lot of crap. Nonsense. We see example 1 working, because French Embedded Language island Le matin de bonne heure, early in the morning, is an
expression of time. (Also repeated in Wolof in the second sentence.) In Example 2, we see the quantifier a lot of is a predicted island embedded language. Here we see an objective addition of a finite verb that begins with the quantifier. Jeff MacSwan's unconstrained approach has put a constraint-free
approach to analyzing the switching code. This approach sees the explicit reference to switching codes in grammatical analysis as tautological and aims to explain specific cases of grammar with regard to the unique contributions of the grammatical properties of the languages involved. MacSwan
characterizes the approach with the chorus, Nothing limits the switching code apart from the requirements of mixed grammars. [43] The approach focuses on rejecting any rule or principle that explicitly refers to changing the code itself. [44] This approach does not recognize or support terms such as
matrix language, embedded language, or linguistic framework, which are typical in constraint-based approaches, such as the MLF Model. Rather than highlighting constraints specific to language alternation, as in traditional works in the field, MacSwan argues that mixed words should be analysed with a
focus on the specific and unique linguistic contributions of each language found in a mixed expression. Because these analyses are based on the full range of linguistic theory, and each dataset presents its own unique challenges, a much broader understanding of linguistics is generally necessary to
understand and participate in this style of codswitching research. For example, Cantone and MacSwan (2009)[45] analyzed the differences in the order of words for nouns and adjectives in Italian-German codes using a typological cinque theory that was proposed independently in syntax literature; their
account derives from the word deeds of order of The Italian-German codes which stumble from the underlying differences between the two languages, according to Cinque's theory. [citation required] Controversy remains much to be done before a more complete understanding of the phenomena of code
change is obtained. Linguists continue to debate apparent counter-examples to the proposed theories and constraints of code-changing. [12] [26] [46] The closed-class constraint, developed by Aravind Joshi, posits that closed class elements (pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) cannot be
switched. [47] The functional head constraint developed by Belazi et al. argues that the commutation of the code cannot take place between a functional head (a complementizer, a determinant, an inflection, etc.) and its complement (sentence, noun-expression, verb-expression). [41] These among other
things, would be the Matrix Language-Frame model, are controversial among linguists who postulate alternative theories, so it is seen that they support and make general predictions based on specific assumptions about the nature of the syntax. [12] [46] Myers-Scotton and MacSwan discussed the
relative merits of their approaches in a series of exchanges published in 2005 in Bilingvism: Language and Cognition, Issues 8(1) and 8(2). Bilingual Neuroscience Advantage Compared to their monolingual peers, bilingual children seem to have some advantage in non-linguistic tasks related to executive
and attentional control. For example, they are able to identify relevant visual information and better ignore irrelevant perceptual information than monolingual children. Bilinguals use these executive and attention processes on a daily basis, as they must be able to quickly select the correct vocabulary and
grammar in context. [48] Neuroanatomy Research has shown that knowledge and use of multiple languages alters both the anatomical and functional organization of the brain, leading to different functional capacities in both language and other fields. Certain regions of the bilingual brain have repeatedly
been shown to differ from that of monolinguals, both in size and neuronal activity. One such study (Michelli et al., 2004) showed a significant increase in the density of grey matter in the left lower parietal cortex of bilinguals in relation to monolinguals, as a specific example of experience-dependent cerebral
plasticity. Another study (Coggins et al., 2004) showed an increase in the volume of the anterior middle body of the calos body, which is involved in primary and somatosensory function, in bilinguals. Research suggests that growth is accommodation to increase the telephone capacity of bilinguals. [48]
Subcortical Network Using case studies of bilingual patients with brain damage, the researchers theorized that language switching is based on inhibition of non-target language using left basal ganglia alongside executive control processes with anterior, prefrontal, and frontal corticals, or bilateral
supramarginal gyri and Broca's area. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has also been shown as significant in the control of language switching and inhibition of unused language by uncontrollable language switching observations in patients with damage to this area of the brain. Increased activation is
observed in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during language change, but not regularly. [48] Extended control process model Postulates that the language that is not used is active while using another language and can be primed through a conversation. This primer is making it difficult to identify
activation changes within any data network. Based on the various studies, it is shown that the spoken context immediately affects the likelihood of a code switch; may influence the activation of lexico-syntactic representations, thus making representations more available Selection. [49] The model of the
extended control process states the following: Language control signals operate on a subcortical gate that acts as a builder of expression plans. The gate interacts with the frontal regions to select a syntactic structure and links the roles in that structure to a specific lexical content. Plans are built into the
competition planning layer of the CQ queue network. The competitive choice layer of this network allows the serial order to exit the parallel activation of the elements in the plane. [49] The model assumes that use in one language and code switching uses two different types of language control, which is
competitive control and cooperation control, with respect. In competitive language control, the gate will allow single-language constructions to enter the plan. On the other hand, there are two forms of cooperative control: the coupled control (the language of the matrix temporarily cedes control of another
language to allow the intended insertion or alternation before the control is returned) and the open control (the entry into the repentance planning mechanism is determined by the elements in any of the most active languages at a time). [49] Brain Response In a study published in 2001, event-related
potentials (ERPs) were recorded by native English speakers because they randomly named figures in English or L2. The results of the study showed that participants named slower figures after a language switch, regardless of the direction of the switch. Language switches from L1 to L2 have been
characterized by an ERP N320, indicating inhibition of the unwanted lexicon, which may reflect a greater need to suppress an active L1 when using L2. However, switching the code during language comprehension, as opposed to production, did not result in an N320. [48] A 2002 study showed that
language switches based on expected endings in sentences (in context) resulted in a response consistent with code switches treated as unexpected events at the physical rather than lexico-semantic level. The more competent the bilingual in L2, the lower the latency and amplitude at the code switch.
[48] Limitations The lack of controlled environments for test subjects and their cognitive abilities in terms of language use and fluency has long been a concern in multilingual experimentation. Researchers try to compensate for results that do not follow trends by analyzing the social and linguistic history of
the populations they are testing, but a good method of standardizing data models and variations based on individual idiocs has not yet been created and implemented. [48] [49] Only a few studies have been to measure brain activity during code switches, so that general trends cannot be expanded into
larger theories without follow-up tests. Literary Switch code There is an increase research that examines how code switching fits into the mimetic function of literary dialogue and how its functions can be compared with those of natural speech. [50] The study of the change of the literary code is relevant for
understanding the oral code exchange. [51] [52] There is an overlap between CS functions in spoken and written ways. [53] Literary CS provides relevant sociolinguistic information on the modes of speech found in different communities; also portrays postcolonial tensions, cultural and emotional markers
in speech. [54] Multilingualism in literature can embody complex multicultural identities and language-choice patterns. [50] Among the well-studied literary examples of radical multilingualism is The novel Yo-Yo Boing by Giannina Braschi! (1998) and the memoirs of Susana Chavez-Silverman Killer
Chronicles; both feature supported by the switchcode. [55] In Braschi's work, neither Spanish nor English are contained by the other by subjugation; rather, both languages appear at close frequency, and code switching is a constant throughout the book. [56] This liquidity finds its habitat in border
situations (in characters often changing languages on emotionally related topics) be they cultural, social, linguistic or personal. [57] The topics of Braschi's multilingual dialogues include discrimination, racism and harassment related to language choice, fluency and trust in word choice, accents,
grammatical inflection, and miscommunication. [58] Thus, the paper provides an insight into addressing language issues in Latin cultural production in the US, as well as changing the code in other bilingual discourses. [59] To a lesser extent, Junot Díaz's The Brief Wostrous Life of Oscar Wao (2007) also
shows code change as aesthetics and emotional markers in stories. [60] [61] Examples in conversation In this section, segments that are switched from the primary language of the conversation are displayed in red. African-American English and standard English in classroom Children who grow up in
African-American communities, who speak native African-American Vernacular English (AAVE), acquire a kind of bilingualism (or bidialectism) when entering mainstream American classrooms. Teachers and academic expectations they face require them to use standard, higher-prestige language
features for school assignments and classroom participation, often effectively leading these students to develop an ability to quickly switch between nonstandard and standard English aave features. This may be a processing obstacle for some students who need to navigate subtle grammatical differences
between the English varieties when interpreting prompts and instructions (see, for example, Terry, et al., 2010 on the past time the copula was/were). [62] [63] [64] Age is a significant factor in determining AAVE vs. several standard forms are produced by a certain with a significant decrease in AAVE
class production occurring around the transition from kindergarten to kindergarten and first class. Craig and Washington (2004) found a reduction in five of six morpho-syntactic features studied during the transition from pre-K to kindergarten, including zero copula, zero items, zero past, zero plurals and
zero prepositions. [65] The bidialectism developed by these children offers similar advantages to other types of bilingualism, including increased executive function and advances in critical thinking. [66] [67] As an example of this code change in action, see the following transcript of Rachel Jeantel's (RJ)
testimony in George Zimmerman's trial for the murder of Trayvon Martin below. This transcript was analyzed in Rickford and King (2016); bold elements are places where a null copula (indicated by the symbol ∅) was originally used that was switched to an open copula(s) when asked for clarification by
the court reporter (CR):[68] BR = prosecutor Bernie of Rionda BR: Okay. And after he used, excuse my language, he said, damn it, what happened then? RJ: The crow ∅ behind me. CR: I'm sorry, what? RJ: [Slowly, deliberately] the black is behind the black ∅ behind me. Spanish and English researcher
Ana Celia Zentella offers this example of her work with bilingual Spanish-English Puerto Rican speakers in New York. [5] In this example, Marta and her younger sister, Lolita, speak Spanish and English with Zentella outside their apartment block. Zentella explains that children in the predominantly
Puerto Rican neighbourhood speak both English and Spanish: Within the children's network, English prevailed, but the switching of the code from English to Spanish took place every three minutes on average. [5] (English is in Italian; Spanish is in boldface.) Lolita: Oh, could I stay with Ana? Marta: - but
you could ask Papi and Mommy to see if you could come down. Ana, if I leave her here, will you send her upstairs when you leave? I'll tell you exactly when I have to leave at ten o'clock. Y son las nueve y cuaro. ([in Spanish] And it's nine fifteen.) Marta: Lolita, te voy a dejar con Ana. ([in Spanish] I'm
going to leave you with Ana.) Thank you, Ana. French and Tamil This example of switching from French to Tamil comes from ethnographer Sonia Das working with immigrants from Jaffna, Sri Lanka, to Quebec. [69] Selvamani, who moved from Sri Lanka to Quebec as a child and now identifies as
Québécois, speaks to Das in French. When Selvamani's sister Mala laughs, Selvamani moves to Tamil to ask Mala why she laughs. After that, Selvamani continues to speak French. Selvamani also uses the word tsé (you know, contraction of you sais) and the expression je me ferrai pas pogné (I will not
manipulated), which are not standard French, but are typical for the working class Montreal Joual dialect. [69] (French is in Italic; Tamil is in boldface.) Selvamani: Parce que n'importe quand when I'nregistre ma voix ça l'aire d'un garçon. ([in French] Because whenever I record my voice I sound like a boy)
Also, TSÉ, i me ferrai pas poigné ([in French] So, you know, I won't have had.) [Laughter] Selvamani: ennatā, ennatā, enna romba ciritā? ([in Tamil] What, what, why are you laughing so much?) Alors, is that i disais? ([in French] So what was I saying?) Researcher Paul Kroskrity and Tewa offers the
following example of code switching by three elderly men from Arizona Tewa, who are trilingual in Tewa, Hopi and English. [70] They discuss the selection of a site for a new high school in the Eastern Hopi reserve. In their two-hour conversation, the three men mainly speak Ofewa; however, when
Speaker A addresses the Hopi reservation as a whole, he code-switches to Hopi. His speaking Hopi when talking hopi-related issues is a norm of conversation in the Arizona Tewa speech community. Kroskrity reports that these arizona Tewa men, who identify culturally as Hopi and Tewa, use different
languages to build and maintain their ethnic identities discreetly. (Tewa is in italics; Hopi is in boldface.) Speaker A: Tututqaykit qanaanawakna. ([in Hopi] Schools were not wanted.) Speaker B: Wedít'ókánk'egena'adi imbí akhonidi. ([in Tewa] They didn't want a school on their land.) Speaker C: Naembí
eeyae nąeląemo díbít'ó'ámmí kąay's wedimu::d i. ([in Tewa] It is better if our children go to school right here than far away.) The Irish Latin and Irish annals were written in Ireland between the 8th and 17th centuries by Christian monks and priests. They spoke fluently in both Irish and Latin and wrote the
annals in both languages, often changing them into a single sentence. [71] [72] [73] [74] An example is given below, from the 9th century Martyrology of Óengus: (Irish is in Italic; Latin is bold.) Conadail cli buadach Connadil Essa Macc Neirc hiConnachtaib .i. Conna is in the first place. ⁊tuccic sua mater
perpietatem additamentum sillabæ dil .i. dil lem Conna (Conandil victorious Prince Connadil of Ess Mac nEirc in Connacht, ie Conna, which is the name, and his mother, out of love, joined the addition of dil silaba, ie dear is Conna to me.) Here is given a false etymology of the name of Prince Connadil.
According to Nike Stam scientist, many switches consisted of inserted Latin fragments: short phrases or unique words. Some of these Latin phrases seemed to be of a formulaic nature and seemed to have originated in the medieval catena tradition. They are often used to cross-references to other
sources or to conflicting opinions on a text. These are phrases like ut in proverbio dicitur [as they say in the proverb] and ut ferunt peritii [as experience wears out]. Most of the language switches, however, consisted of what Muysken called alternation: longer fragments, would be clauses or long
sentences. This type of switching code has been linked to bilingualism in societies that are highly diglossic, and thus suggests that scribes compile and write glosses preferred to use the two languages according to specific rules. [75] See also the language portal Bibliography switching code switching in
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